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Introduction
Nomen est omen definitely counts for children’s book characters, whose fictitious names often
attest to their nature. For example, an existing word may be used to name a character [1]: in Swedish,
“Pippi” is not at all a common name [2], but rather a rarely-used word, denoting “crazy” or “bird” [3].
The first meaning refers to Pippi Longsotkcing’s perception as fremde Kind [4,5], the second
encapsulates her proximity to animals, adding to her outsiderhood [6]. A second possibility is that
character names are made up: for instance, even before we discover it refers to a wizard, “Gandalf”
may evoke positivity, following the systematic relation between certain sound combinations and
positive semantic domains.
The possibility of guessing word meaning from form alone crucially relies on the hypothesis
that form-meaning relations are not entirely arbitrary, contrary to the widely-accepted position that
form and meaning are uncorrelated [9]. Supporting our hypothesis, recent studies in cognitive science
highlight the occurrence of widespread systematicity in form-meaning relations [10,11], particularly
in the vocabulary children acquire early in development [12,13]. We therefore investigate the
occurrence and role of systematic form-meaning mappings by considering character names in
children’s books.
Names are particularly interesting as they refer to individual people, making form-meaning
systematicity inherently ill-defined: should we expect all namesakes to have similar traits? However,
names are also strongly conventionalized, e.g. some are primarily used for men, others for women.
Previous work has shown that participants successfully rely on statistical form-meaning regularities to
distinguish predominantly female from predominantly male names [14,15,16,17]. We build on this
research to hypothesize that readers can form expectations about several characters’ features directly
from their name.
Our aim is twofold: first, we aim to scrutinize how meaning-bearing and made-up character
names in children’s stories are used, the meaning their form suggests, and how readers interpret them;
second, we aim to investigate whether we can model these intuitions computationally and explain
them relying on the language experience of people. Our main impetus for charting form-meaning
correspondences is the opportunity to trace (1) normativity and privileging, and/or (2) insidious
discrimination and prejudice [18,19]. Moreover, with this work we aim to investigate to what extent
language patterns and sound-meaning correspondences are reliable to infer semantic connotations of
character names, meaning-bearing or made-up.
Children’s books are particularly fruitful objects of study to probe our theories. Firstly, they
deserve scrutiny in light of theories positing a central role of form-meaning systematicity in lexical
development, to establish form-meaning mappings for scaffolding language development [12,13].
Secondly, children acquire significant knowledge about the world through reading [23]. Names, in
particular, are a potential strategy to characterize and connote figures even before they are described.

Research Questions
In the light of evidence on form-meaning systematicity and patterns of language use and their
importance in language learning, we aim to address the following research questions concerning the
general hypothesis that character names in children’s books convey consistent intuitions about the
characters themselves, whether made-up or meaning-bearing:
-

-

Do made-up and meaning-bearing character names evoke consistent semantic intuitions
about aspects such as valence, age, gender, and ethnicity?
Is there a difference in consistency between made-up and meaning-bearing names, e.g. in the
sense that made-up names evoke less consistent semantic intuitions than meaning-bearing
names or the other way around?
Is it possible to systematically scrutinize the role of language experience and form-meaning
systematic mappings in explaining intuitions about characters’ features evoked by names? In
other words, can we build a computational model which approximates people’s intuitions
about meaning-bearing characters’ names by relying on everyday language usage to build
semantic representations and about made-up characters’ names by relying on systematic
form-meaning correspondences in the vocabulary? What kind of information extracted from
language does this model have to rely upon?

Methods
To answer these questions, we combine corpus data, computational linguistics, behavioral
experiments, and cognitive criticism. We rely on a sample of books where characters’ features and
narrative arc have been coded and the most interesting dimensions for further analysis have been
identified. We then use distributional semantic methods to capture lexical meaning as a function of
co-occurring words and represent meaning using numerical vectors [24,25]. Thusly, we build
comparable representations for character names, based on their literary representations, and for
thousands of existing words, based on existing large-scale corpora of child-directed language. We
analyze whether names align with characters by comparing words with similar semantic
representations. In order to get a semantic representation for made-up names, for which it is
impossible to leverage co-occurrence patterns, we make use of novel techniques that induce a
distributional semantic representation from form alone, exploiting statistical regularities in formmeaning mappings [26,27].
We tie in with implicit bias testing [28] and behavioral studies to explore how names
influence people’s intuitions about characters. We solicit unconscious intuitions through speeded,
alternative-forced-choice (AFC) tasks where participants pick the property that best suits a name.
Moreover, we collect conscious judgments using gliding scales, having participants make their
thought process explicit. Importantly, in light of our ideology-critical focus, we do not rely on
dichotomies only, but allow for continuums as well. Scales are analyzed quantitatively, open answers
qualitatively. Finally, we analyze whether the semantic relations captured in distributional semantic
spaces correlate with the behavioral responses, to answer our final research question.
Trainee Contribution
The trainee will contribute to the entire project and acquire several skills in digital humanities.
Learning goals and acquired skills include:
-

processing corpus data using NLP tools;
applying distributional semantics methods;
contributing to the set-up of crowd-sourcing experiments;
implementing machine learning methods to derive meaning representations from word form
performing quantitative data analysis.

A trainee would be immensely valuable to perform more computational simulations and more
in-depth analyses of the relation between human intuitions and language experience, and to
investigate different characters’ features and whether they are encoded in names.
To conclude, this project aims to study whether fictitious, made-up names in children’s books
convey characters’ features, and influence readers’ expectations about characters. To address these
questions, we combine computational linguistics and cognitive literary theory, using corpora and
behavioral paradigms to collect people’s un/conscious intuitions about the meaning character names
evokes.
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4. Project Timeline
Task
Corpus creation

Months
1-2

Set-up of crowdsourcing experiments

3

Distributional
semantic models

4

Computational
simulations

5-7

Data analysis

7-9

Conclusions

10

Deliverable
A machine-readable corpus of children’s
books
A set of tasks and stimuli to be
administered to participants in the crowdsourcing experiment
A trained distributional semantic model
containing distributional semantic
representations for character names and
everyday words from the target corpus
and a general corpus of child-directed
language
A code base which yields form-based
distributional semantic representations for
characters and everyday words
A statistical analysis about the relation
between characters’ properties that can be
extracted from semantic spaces and
people’s intuitions evoked by names only
A report synthesizing the conclusions of
the project

5. Research Trainee Profile
The trainee will focus on the following aspects of the project:

-

sourcing corpus data;

Supervisor
Cassani
Van Den Bossche
Cassani
Van den Bossche
Cassani

Cassani

Cassani
Van Den Bossche

Van Den Bossche
Cassani

-

analyze the corpus using NLP tools to build lexical semantic representations for character
names and everyday words;
contribute to setting up crowd-sourcing experiments to collect human intuitions about
character names and their likeliest connotations;
implement machine learning methods to map form to meaning and derive form-based lexical
semantic representations;
analyze behavioral and simulation data to verify whether simulation data approximate
behavioral data.

Candidates for this role should exhibit:

-

knowledge of programming tools;
some degree of familiarity with computational linguistics

familiarity with simple machine learning and statistical modeling techniques
an observable interest in crowd-sourcing experiments.

curiosity for literary analyses and corpus research
preliminary knowledge about psycholinguistic research

Ideally, candidates should be enrolled in a Master or Research Master program, although students in
the third year of the bachelor may also apply.
In order to apply, please send your CV and a short motivation statement (max 300 words) to
g.cassani@uvt.nl and s.vandenbossche@uvt.nl, having care to indicate why this project interests you
and how you think you could best contribute to its success.

